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Atomistic simulations are used to study thin-film growth through the deposition of beams of
adamantane molecules on hydrogen-terminated diamond~111! surfaces. A range of incident
velocities from 13 to 17 km/s~corresponding to kinetic energies of 119–204 eV/molecule! are
considered that fall in the hyperthermal energy region for particle deposition on surfaces. The forces
on the atoms in the simulations are calculated using a many-body reactive empirical potential for
hydrocarbons. During the deposition process the adamantane molecules react with one another and
the surface to form hydrocarbon thin films that are primarily polymeric with the amount of adhesion
depending strongly on incident energy. Despite the fact that the carbon atoms in the adamantane
molecules are fullysp3 hybridized, the films contain primarilysp2 hybridized carbon with the
percentage ofsp2 hybridization increasing as the incident velocity goes up. These results are
compared with the predictions of simulations that examine the deposition of ethylene molecular and
cluster beams. ©2001 American Vacuum Society.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1335683#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the controlled deposition of h
drocarbon thin films has been the focus of much study
researchers have grown various types of amorphous car
diamond, and polymeric structures through such method
mass selected ion beams,1–4 chemical vapor deposition,5,6

and cluster-beam deposition.7–9 These studies have demo
strated how changes in the deposition method, starting
terial, and reaction conditions influence the final produ
However, despite these advances there is still much tha
not known about the atomic reactions that lead to thin-fi
nucleation and growth. Several groups have therefore
ployed advanced computational modeling methods to s
light on the fundamental physical and chemical proces
that lead to thin-film development.10–12 We have previously
studied the generation of polymeric thin films that a
strongly adhering to the underlying diamond substr
through ethane, ethylene, and acetylene molecular
cluster-beam deposition.13 This work has shown how mo
lecular reactivity,14 surface reactivity,15 incident velocity,13

and cluster size16 influence the nucleation, growth, and stru
ture of the resulting thin films.

In this article we report the results of simulations whe
adamantane molecular beams are impacted on hydro
terminated diamond~111! substrates. The motivation for thi
work is the desire to explore the possible generation of d
mondlike structures by depositing a starting material that
a configuration similar to that of diamond. The approa
used in the study is classical molecular dynamics simu
tions. The dependence of the results on the incident velo
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of the molecules in the beam is also investigated. Previ
studies of ethylene molecular and cluster-beam deposi
showed a significant increased in film adhesion as the imp
velocity increased from 13 to 18 km/s17 in agreement with
experimental deposition studies of polyethylene on vario
substrates.4 Therefore we have further investigated this ran
of velocities with adamantane molecular beams to facilitat
qualitative comparison with the ethylene deposition resu
and to determine if there is a critical velocity above whi
film adhesion greatly improves.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The forces on all the atoms in the simulations are cal
lated using the reactive empirical bond order potentia18

coupled to long-range carbon–carbon Lennard-Jones~LJ!
potentials as described in Ref. 19. Briefly the energy is c
culated using

V5(
i

(
i , j

@Vr~r i j !2Bi j Va~r i j !1VvdW~r i j !#, ~1!

whereV is the binding energy,r i j is the distance betwee
atomsi and j, Vr is a pair-addictive term that considers th
interatomic core–core repulsive interactions, andVa is a
pair-addictive term that models the attractive interactions
to the valence electrons. In addition,Bi j is a many-body
empirical bond-order term that modulates valence elect
densities and depends on atomic coordination and the b
angles. Finally, VvdW is the contribution from the LJ
potential20 and is only nonzero after the short-range REB
potential goes to zero.

The simulations proceed through the numerical integ
tion of Newton’s equation of motion with a time step of 0
fs. This many-body potential has been extensively used
study thin-film formation1,13–17and has been shown to pro
vide reasonable predictions when compared against met
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FIG. 1. Snapshots from the simulations of the adama
tane molecule beam with the hydrogen-terminated d
mond~111! surface. Only part of the diamond surface
shown for clarity. The black atoms represent the ad
mantane carbon, the gray the surface carbon, and w
atoms are hydrogen.~A! A representative initial con-
figuration of the beam at the start of the deposition
time50.05 ps,~B! the relaxed film at time53.0 ps after
deposition at 13 km/s~119 eV/molecule!, ~C! the re-
laxed film at time53.0 ps after deposition at 15 km/
~159 eV/molecule!, ~D! the relaxed film at time53.0 ps
after deposition at 17 km/s~204 eV/molecule!.
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derived fromab initio calculations.21 However, as is the cas
for all empirical potentials, there are cases where the qu
titative accuracy is lacking even while the qualitative tren
are correct.21 This potential is used despite the fact that
does not model properties that demand explicit and s
consistent inclusion of electrons, such as dipole moment
conductivity. This is because many-body, empirical pot
tials such as this are a reasonable way to accurately m
systems containing several thousand atoms and allow
bond breaking and new bond formation during the course
the simulation in a reasonable length of time.

The adamantane beam is created from the repetition
single adamantane molecule that has undergone equilibra
at 500 K followed by quenching at 5 K. Ten of these mo
ecules are randomly oriented in a helical pattern in the be
such that only the first and the tenth molecules impact on
of each other in the center of the substrate. The beam
roughly 15 Å in diameter and the molecules are separa
from each other by about 4 Å in the direction normal to the
surface. The beam starts off positioned about 4 Å above the
surface. A snapshot of part of the initial configuration of t
beam at the beginning of impact is given in Fig. 1~A!.

The beam contains 260 atoms in the 10 impacting a
mantane molecules (C10H16), and 5824 atoms in the surfac
The surface is~111! hydrogen-terminated diamond and co
sists of 26 layers of atoms, with a 33 Å333 Å surface area
exposed to the impacting clusters. Periodic bound
conditions20 are applied in the plane of the surface. The t
and bottom layers are composed of hydrogen and the rem
ing 24 layers are carbon. The lowest 11 layers~14 carbon
and 1 hydrogen! have Langevin frictional forces20 applied to
them to simulate the heat dissipation in a real diamond
face and to maintain the temperature of the surface at 30
Langevin forces are also applied to three to four rows
atoms on the edges of the surface slab. Thus, in total, 454
the 5824 surface atoms are Langevin atoms. The remai
surface atoms and all of the beam atoms are allowed
evolve in time with no additional constraints placed on the
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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Several surface configurations were tested to determine
minimum depth of the surface that would correctly mim
the energy dissipation of a real diamond surface. The
layer surface prevents the artificial rebounding of impact
ergy from interfering with the surface reaction at the high
incident energies.

The simulations are designed to gain a better understa
ing of how the yield of the film increases with increasin
impact velocity. Previous studies of ethylene beam dep
tion predict that at 13 km/s~25 eV/molecule, 200 eV/
cluster!, about 15% of the impacting carbon adheres to
surface, and at 18 km/s~50 eV/molecule, 400 eV/cluster! the
yield is closer to 60%.17 To further explore the film forma-
tion between these velocities, simulations for the adaman
beam are conducted at velocities within a similar veloc
range from 13 to 17 km/s in 1 km/s intervals~corresponding
in incident energies of about 119–204 eV/molecule for a
mantane!, which are higher than the bond energy of adam
tane of about 112 eV. For statistical purposes the res
from seven simulations are averaged for each velocity. T
trajectories vary slightly from one another in impact locati
of the beam on the substrate, where one is centered ove
surface, and the other six are shifted radially from the cen
by about 2 Å. Each simulation runs for 3 ps, where the de
sition occurs during the first 0.5 ps, and relaxation of the fi
occurs for the remaining 2.5 ps.

III. RESULTS

In agreement with previous studies,13,17 the amount of
film formation with adamantane is also predicted to impro
with increasing incident velocity, as shown in Fig. 2. As t
molecules encounter the film, addition chemistry occurs
tween the molecules, or fragments of them, with the diamo
surface or the nucleating film resulting in thin-film nucl
ation and growth. The percentage of incident molecules
adhere to the surface is about 25%–27% for impacts a
km/s ~119 eV/molecule! and 14 km/s~138 eV/molecule!.
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This percentage increases to about 36% at 15 km/s~159 eV/
molecule! and 48%–49% for impact at 16 km/s~180 eV/
molecule! and 17 km/s~204 eV/molecule!. Thus the simula-
tions predict a significant transition in the velocity range
14–16 km/s, where the percent yield of film nearly doub
in a linear fashion. The average standard deviation for
percent adhesion at the same impact velocity is about 8

The coordination of the carbon atoms within the film as
function of velocity is shown in Fig. 3. The highest perce
age of sp3-type bonding exists in films formed from th
impacts at the lowest velocity, in agreement with the res
of other studies on similar materials.22 As the impact velocity
is increased, the percentage ofsp3-hybridized carbon atoms
decreases, while the percentage ofsp-bonded carbon atom
gradually increases. However, the film consists primarily
sp2-bonded carbon with the exact amount fluctuating
tween 45% and 60% over the entire velocity range.

In all the simulations some sputtering of the growing fi
by impacting adamantane molecules reduces the ov
amount of adhesion. Consequently the thin films are larg
made up of atoms from the later 8 molecules in the be
Other fragments, particularly those that consist of more t

FIG. 2. Percentage of carbon atoms in the incident adamantane beam
adhere to the surface on deposition as a function of incident velocity.

FIG. 3. Coordination of the carbon atoms in the thin films as a function
incident velocity.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 19, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2001
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8 or 9 carbon atoms, sometimes break free of the film a
scatter away because of their high internal energy, as
denced by strong vibrations and rotations. Dissociation
less likely to occur for chains that attach to the surface
more than one site. The atoms in the thin film are frequen
close to atoms to which they had previously been bonde
an adamantane molecule, particularly at the lower incid
velocities. At higher velocities, it is more likely for atom
from separate molecules to combine in an additive proc
and build on an existing film. Slight surface cratering is p
dicted only at the highest impact velocity considered. M
of the terminal hydrogen atoms on the diamond surface
sputtered away during deposition, although no more than
surface carbon atoms are removed even at the highest im
velocity.

There are other noticeable differences in the deposi
outcomes over the velocity range considered in this study
13 km/s ~119 eV/molecule!, a few adamantane molecule
survive the initial impact with the substrate with only a fe
broken bonds. These molecules impact, distort, and t
scatter away from the surface. Most of these molecules, h
ever, are further broken apart as the rest of the beam con
ues to deposit on the surface. Only a few of the adaman
fragments remain close to the surface and those that do
together to form mostly linear chains that are 8–10 carb
atoms in length. These chains are randomly attached to
substrate at isolated locations, as shown in Fig. 1~B!. Intact
molecules that scatter away are almost always at the en
the beam. The outcome of the depositions at 14 km/s~138
eV/molecule! are similar, although the adamantane m
ecules are broken up further which results in a small decre
of sp3 bond character, as shown in Fig. 3.

At 15 km/s ~159 eV/molecule!, the initial impact causes
most adamantane molecules to break apart and form lin
chains. These chains are further broken apart as the b
continues to impact them. The resulting film consists of fra
ments roughly 3–5 carbon atoms in length that are attac
to the substrate at various locations in the impact area. V
few substrate atoms are incorporated into the film at t
velocity. A sample snapshot of the relaxed film formed
deposition at this velocity is illustrated in Fig. 1~C!. During
deposition at 16 km/s~180 eV/molecule! the cage structure
of the adamantane is obliterated upon initial impact such
at most 3–5 of the original carbon–carbon bonds are
intact. As a result of addition chemistry and adamantane
sociation, linear chains of about 8–10 carbon atoms
formed that chemisorb to the substrate in various po
around the impact location. Some of these chains link
gether while others dissociate into smaller chains as a re
of the additional impacts.

At 17 km/s ~204 eV/molecule! the incident molecules
penetrate slightly into the surface and sometimes sca
away with substrate atoms. However, many fewer ato
from the substrate or the growing film scatter away than w
the case at 15 km/s. This is due to the fact that at 15 k
there are fewer bonds formed between the film and the s
strate. The long chains that survive at velocities of 17 km
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265 T. A. Plaisted and S. B. Sinnott: Hydrocarbon thin films 265
do so because most of them are bonded to the surfac
more than one site. Figure 1~D! shows a representative re
laxed film deposited at 17 km/s.

IV. DISCUSSION

The fact that the adhesion of incident adamantane m
ecules increases with increasing energy agrees with the
sults of our previous studies on molecular clusters13,17 and
with experimental results for the deposition of polyethylen4

The particular velocity range used in this study is chosen
order to compare the outcomes to our previous results
tained from the impact of ethylene molecular and clus
beams on the same diamond surface. Direct quantita
comparison of results cannot be made between the ada
tane and ethylene impact simulations due to difference
the magnitude of the beams~the ethylene beam containe
more than three times the number of atoms!. However, the
arrangements of the beams are identical and the volume
cupied by each adamantane molecule, roughly 5 Å3, is simi-
lar to the 8 Å3 volume occupied by each ethylene clus
studied previously. Hence a qualitative comparison allo
for a few distinctions to be made between the outcomes
hyperthermal deposition of these two types of molecules

The foremost difference lies in the initial reaction of th
adamantane with the substrate upon impact. Due to its
valently bonded, cagelike structure, the adamantane abs
more energy internally as its incident energy is conver
into internal kinetic energy and surface kinetic energy.
distributes this energy throughout its structure before bre
ing apart. The ethylene clusters, held together by van
Waals bonds, dissociate on impact, allowing the individ
ethylene molecules to collide with one another elastica
and reactively and break apart as they bear the remaind
the impact force. Small fragments thus result from ethyle
cluster beam deposition whereas the fragments from the
mantane beam deposition are larger. This difference beco
less evident as impact energy increases; the depositio
adamantane at 17 km/s yields fragments that are only
carbon atoms long, the same average length as is found
the ethylene cluster deposition. While sputtering of the fi
is apparent in both cases, the initial films formed from a
mantane appear to survive better than the films from
ethylene clusters. This is primarily due to the larger num
of sites tethering the thin film to the surface in the adam
tane deposition whereas the chains formed from the mole
lar cluster deposition are bonded at single sites and are
reinforced if neighboring chains formed cross-linked stru
tures.

Over the 13–17 km/s range, there is a transition poin
the amount of film formation around 15 km/s, as shown
Fig. 2. It is at this velocity that the adamantane molecu
began to break up their cage structure and form linear ch
on impact. At this velocity, thesp3 bonding within the film
also decreases to half the amount that is present in the
km/s impacts, further supporting the contention that the a
mantane molecules lose most of their original bonding ch
acteristics. Thesp3 character drops to a minimal 10% at th
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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highest velocity. A similar trend is observed for ethyle
cluster beam deposition, where at 13 km/s the film is ab
35% sp3 bonded and at 18 km/s this percentage drops
about 12%. Throughout all of the adamantane deposi
simulations the dominant bonding within the film issp2 and
the films formed from impacting adamantane molecules
this velocity are mainly polymeric in nature.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This series of simulations predict important similariti
and differences for the results of hyperthermal deposition
covalently bound molecules and similarly sized molecu
clusters. The similarities include increases in thin-film adh
sion with incident velocity, similar sputtering and additiv
film formation mechanisms, and cratering of the diamo
surface at high velocities. An additional similarity is th
both molecular clusters of ethylene and adamantane m
ecules produce disordered polymeric thin films with simi
structures despite their initial bonding differences. Hence
positing diamondlike molecules23 at hyperthermal velocities
is not any more likely to produce diamondlike thin film
except at the very lowest incident energies.

The differences between the adamantane and molec
ethylene deposition processes include the fact that the
mantane is more likely to survive impact because of its
valently bonded cage structure whereas the van der W
bonds holding a molecular cluster together are easily brok
In addition, when the impact forces are high enough t
some of the adamantane’s covalent bonds are broken, la
fragments are formed that attach to the surface at mult
locations, thus stabilizing the thin film with respect to spu
tering. Thus, the adamantane molecules are, on the wh
more efficient at producing polymeric thin films at hype
thermal velocities.
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